So you want to be a consultant …
By
Anthony Bainbridge CEng FIET SMIEEE

Date Wednesday 12th November 2008
Time 6 pm
Venue Moore Building Lecture Theatre, Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, Surrey, TW20 0EX, UK
Maps http://www.rhul.ac.uk/Shared/Maps/ (#12 on campus plan)

BIOGRAPHY Following a career in aerospace, Dr. Anthony Bainbridge has been since the early '90s a Business Consultant with a range of clients in his own company Oromae Associates. He is a Tutor and Supervisor for the Engineering Management Partnership, which uses distance learning methods to teach management to engineers. He is a board member of Mathematics in Education & Industry, an independent UK mathematics curriculum development body, and of Finance South West Partners Ltd. He is a business mentor to several growing companies in the South West. He is interested in improving the connection between quality, organisational culture, the management agenda and shared ownership by stakeholders. Given that the difference between success and failure in engineering and technology management is improved by attention to the development of engineers and technologists at all stages of their creative careers, he presses for new approaches to management learning in all contexts.

ORGANISERS (1) School of Management, Royal Holloway, University of London, (2) IEEE UKRI Engineering Management and Professional Communications Joint Chapter (EMPC).

CONTACT Hillary Moor, Email: hilary.moor@rhul.ac.uk Tel: 01784 276353
Web: http://ewh.ieee.org/r8/ukri/em_pc/

Please confirm attendance so we can estimate numbers.

FREE ADMISSION, ALL ARE WELCOME !